
Made In The USA 
Made from all commercial-grade

304, 18-8 stainless steel, all heli-arc

hand-welded seams with no me-

chanical fasteners.

Refractive Ceramic 5-Way 
Heat Distributing Briquettes
A flat top pyramid shape, with 

a heat-holding cavity underneath, 

delivers intense heat to the 

cooking surface. 

Electro-polished Stainless
Steel Cooking Grates
These ultra-premium grates are 

made from heavy-duty 3/8-inch 

round stainless steel rod, 

and have a special nonstick 

electro-polished finish. 

Precision-Point™

Control Panel Lighting
Precise LED front panel lighting 

projects rich amber beams of 

light exactly where you need them. 

Ergonomic Controls
Easy-to-reach stainless steel push-

button ignition, lighting, and rotisserie 

controls are ergonomically integrated

into the front control panel. 

Nickel-Plated Knobs and Bezels
Placed at exacting positions, these

corrosion-resistant cooking controls

have been designed to specifically

address ergonomics and accuracy

for the outdoor culinary chef.

Halogen Radiant Lighting
Designed to focus on the subject,

Alfresco's integrated high-intensity

halogen lights angle slightly toward

the center of the cooking surface

creating bright, even illumination.

Exclusive DuraSleeve™

Heat Protected Wiring
Alfresco's exclusive wire protection 

system encapsulates the full 

length of every wire and connection 

point with a 600º heat-resistant 

silicone sleeving.

Exclusive SafeTouch™

Air-Cooled Control Panel
Our exclusive SafeTouch™ design 

creates an insulating barrier of 

ambient air flowing between the 

front panel and the grill firebox. 

Signature Taste™

Integrated Smoking System
Our exclusive Signature Taste™ 

smoking systems holds large 

chunks of wood and herbs, and 

linear diffusing vents naturally eject

smoke at 200º to the food zone. 

Alfresco’s Exclusive 
Accufire™ Heat System
This commercially-inspired fire 

delivery method creates some of 

the highest cooking temperatures 

in the industry, and serves as the 

suspension system for "the ultimate 

grilled food" coming from your 

customized outdoor kitchen.

Optional Sear Zone™

Available on all luxury grills 

with a 100% combusting ceramic 

surface for intense even heat and 

authentic steakhouse results. 

Reaches 1500º F in four minutes 

and cooks 50% faster with 

virtually no flare-ups.

Side Burner
All commercial stainless 

steel dual side burner with 

heli-arc welded seams. 

Recessed top and stainless 

steel cover for protection 

from wind and elements. 

Pizza Oven Plus
Pizza Oven Plus preheats 

in 15 min. and can reach 

up to 1,000ªF allowing you 

to roast, bake, iron-skillet 

sear, and cook perfect three-

minute Neapolitan pizzas.

Versa Power™

The Versa Power™   cooking 

system is the perfect 

complementary appliance 

to complete your outdoor 

kitchen. The Versa Power™

handles the smallest of

saucepans or accommodates

stock pots up to 100 quarts.

Refrigeration
Restaurant-inspired under-grill,

undercounter, and countertop 

refrigerators offer control and

versatility for your outdoor kitchen.

Alfresco's Keggerator kit creates

even more opportunities for

backyard entertaining.  

Versa Sinks 
and Beverage Centers
The Versa Sink product line

is simply the most versatile 

and modular outdoor sink

and beverage system 

available anywhere.
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Integrated Mega-Drive™

Rotisserie System
This unique, chain-driven, 

whisper-quiet food rotation 

system is designed for ultra-

roasting from the smallest 

to the largest of entrées.



º Three 18-SR stainless steel high-performance Accufire™ main burners

º Sear Zone™ high-tech ceramic infrared burner

º Integrated Mega-Drive™ rotisserie system with dual infrared burners 

designed for premium performance

º Signature Taste™ integrated smoking system with dedicated burner 

and drawer for wood chunks

º 998 sq. in. actual grilling area

º 3-position warming rack stores up out of the way when rotissing

º Dual-integrated high-intensity halogen lights

º User-friendly push-button ignition with sealed 110V AC power source

º Optional standard cart or refrigerated cart

º Available in LP or Natural Gas

º Three 18-SR stainless steel high-performance Accufire™ main burners

º Integrated Mega-Drive™ rotisserie system with infrared burner designed 

for premium performance

º Signature Taste™ integrated smoking system with dedicated burner 

and drawer for wood chunks

º 770 sq. in. actual grilling area

º 3-position warming rack stores up out of the way when rotissing

º Dual-integrated high-performance side burner with recessed 

sealed top and stainless steel cover

º Dual-integrated high-intensity halogen lights

º User-friendly push-button ignition with sealed 110V AC power source

º Optional infrared Sear Zone™

º Optional standard cart or refrigerated cart

º Available in LP or Natural Gas

ALXE-56BFG

ALXE-42

ALXE-30

ALXE-36

ALXE-56

Additional Accessories

56" LUXURY ALL GRILL

56" LUXURY DELUXE GRILL

42" LUXURY GRILL

36" LUXURY GRILL

30" LUXURY GRILL

º Three 18-SR stainless steel high-performance Accufire™ main burners

º Integrated Mega-Drive™ rotisserie system 

with infrared burner designed for premium performance

º Signature Taste™ integrated smoking system with dedicated burner

and drawer for wood chunks

º 770 sq. in. actual grilling area

º 3-position warming rack stores up out of the way when rotissing

º Dual-integrated high-intensity halogen work lights

º User-friendly push-button ignition with sealed 110V AC power source

º Optional infrared Sear Zone™

º Optional standard cart, deluxe cart, or refrigerated cart

º Available in LP or Natural Gas

º Three 18-SR stainless steel high-performance Accufire™ main burners

º Integrated Mega-Drive™ rotisserie system with infrared burner designed 

for premium performance

º Signature Taste™ integrated smoking system with dedicated burner 

and drawer for wood chunks

º 660 sq. in. actual grilling area

º 3-position warming rack stores up out of the way 

when rotissing

º Dual-integrated high-intensity halogen lights

º User-friendly push-button ignition with sealed 110V AC power source

º Optional infrared Sear Zone™

º Optional standard cart

º Available in LP or Natural Gas

º Two 18-SR stainless steel high-performance Accufire™ main burners

º Integrated Mega-Drive™ rotisserie system with infrared burner designed

for premium performance

º Signature Taste™ integrated smoking system with dedicated burner 

and drawer for wood chunks

º 542 sq. in. actual grilling area

º 3-position warming rack stores up out of the way when rotissing

º Dual-integrated high-intensity halogen lights

º User-friendly push-button ignition with sealed 110V AC power source

º Optional infrared Sear Zone™

º Optional standard cart

º Available in LP or Natural Gas

GRILL ACCESSORIES

Steamer/Fryer/
Pasta Cooker
Drops into any Alfresco

grill to blanch, steam,

fry, or boil. AG-SF

Commercial Griddle
3/16" stainless steel drop-in

griddle plate. Great for 

teppanyaki, fajitas, 

and eggs. AGSQ-G

Solid Fuel Insert
Transform your Alfresco

gas grill into a wood-source

cooking system. SFI-POD

Food/Warmer/Steam Table

Indirect Roasting Pod

Single Door Refrigeration

Countertop Refrigeration

Electric Warming Drawer

Plating and Garnish Center

Prep and Waste Chute

Sealed Dry Storage Pantry

Prep and Hand Sink

Access Doors

Storage Drawers

Paper Towel Holder

Trash Center Drawer

Accessory Speed Rails

From the beginning, Alfresco has focused on producing high-performance products of the likes that have never occurred in the outdoor cooking industry. This dedication to quality

in manufacturing, innovation, value, and customer satisfaction continues to shape the Alfresco brand, and set the standard for what the ultimate outdoor cooking experience should

be. Inspire yourself. Nurture your culinary genius. Alfresco appliances will make any professional chef feel right at home, as well as motivate anyone who wishes to produce

masterful creations like a pro. If you can imagine it, you can create it with Alfresco. 


